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NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL
NEIGHBOURHOODS
CABINET MEMBER
PENALTY NOTICE – LETTING AGENTS
1.

OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT
1.1

2.

To approve the level of penalty for Penalty Notices for letting
agents who fail to display fees.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2.1

The Consumer Rights Act 2015 came into force last year. One of the
new requirements is for letting agents to display their fees on their
premises and websites.

2.2

It is the responsibility of the Local Weights and Measures Authority
(Trading Standards) to enforce these provisions in relation to the
display of fees by letting agents.

2.3

The enforcement sanction for non-compliance is by way of a Penalty
Notice. It is for individual Local Authorities to set the level of the
Penalty Notice, up to a maximum of £5,000.

2.4

The legislation states when setting the fee authorities should consider
the relevant Government guidance (See Annex D of Improving the
Private Rented Sector and Tackling Bad Practice - A Guide for Local
Authorities, attached to this report). This guidance indicates the level of
penalty a local authority should set towards the statutory maximum.

2.5

Before an authority can give a letting agent a Penalty Notice, they must
first give a notice of intent. This should state what the issues are, what
action needs to be taken and giving them 28 days in which to comply.
Penalty Notices are used as a last resort. For this particular piece of
legislation, they are used in place of normal criminal proceedings
through the courts. As such, a case file would be submitted via the
normal legal channels requiring appropriate authorisation by
designated officers prior to issue.

2.6

The legislation does allow a letting agent to appeal the issue of such a
notice. There is the option to reduce the penalty amount if it is deemed
appropriate.

3.

4.

5.

2.7

Following the introduction of this legislation the Citizens Advice Bureau
(CAB) carried out a mystery shop of letting agents in North
Lincolnshire. They found that 27 out of 29 agents were failing to meet
the standards required under the new legislation.

2.8

Following the CAB survey Trading Standards wrote to all letting agents
reminding them of the new requirements. We are now carrying out
follow up visits and offering further free advice and guidance to help
letting agents meet the required standards.

2.9

Trading Standards also plan to hold a free seminar for the local letting
agents on the recent changes to the legislation.

2.10

Only after all the above advice and support is given will a Notice of
Intent be issued. This provides letting agents with one final chance to
comply, before issuing the Penalty Notice.

OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
3.1

Option 1 – Agree to set the Penalty Notice level at the Statutory
Maximum of £5,000 as per Government guidance.

3.2

Option 2 – Set an alternative lesser level for the Penalty Notice.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS
4.1

Option 1 – This level of penalty is in line with Government guidance.
Setting the penalty high will provide some deterrent and hopefully
encourage letting agents to comply with the law. There is an option to
reduce the penalty at a later date should the need arise, which gives
some flexibility. Setting the penalty too low would give no flexibility to
increase the penalty in more serious cases and provide little in the way
of a deterrent for non-compliance.

4.2

Option 2 – It may be felt that a lower penalty is more appropriate. If
this is the case, consideration should be given to the Government
guidance which advocates that the penalty amount should be able to
act as a deterrent. There is no option to increase the penalty for
persistent offenders if it were set too low. Given the Penalty Notice is
mainly intended to deal with persistent offenders, the penalty should
reflect this.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (FINANCIAL, STAFFING, PROPERTY, IT)
5.1

There are no resource implications as these are statutory duties
already enforced by Trading Standards.

6.

OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE)
6.1

7.

Not applicable.

OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS
DECLARED
7.1

8.

Trading Standards Officers are working with local letting agents to
bring the new legal requirements to their attention and to offer advice
and guidance to help them comply.

RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1

That the Cabinet Member agrees to set the Penalty Notice level at
£5,000 in line with the Governments Guidance.
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